
 

PETE ROSING—
stretching out here to grabla "tron" in Palm Park. A newXstudent of Joey Hudoklins school
bf fling disc, Pete promises‘fiVto be a top contender through
this season and years to come.
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Here we are again at FPA head-
quarters making our way through
another season. Please excuse
the lack of communication. We
are trying to establish a con-
sistant publication with limited
budget and input. A membership
drive is in order. Do we really
have some serious supporters
out there to make all this worth
while. Membership dues will be
due each January regardless of
the time of payment. This will
simplify things on this end and
you'll always know when you
need to renew your membership.
Money will go to establishing
communications, trophies, materials
and eventually prize money.
The Freestyle Players Association
is an organization dedicated to
the advancement of freestyle as a
competitive sport and as lifetime
recreation. In the competitive
realm its objectives center around
channeling the invaluable ideas
of players into the formation of

competition development. The FPA
also seeks to develop administrat-
ive and judging talent from its
own ranks to carry out the pl" gldesires. In the recreation réalmcvgthe FPA provides all frees#ylgsfis:7the opportunity to communicateh§€3o
with fellow players who have .;;¢°'
common interests and are willing
to share ideas. For both realms
the FPA is a collictive bargaining
force that protects and promotes the
interests of freest'lists. g.
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SAN DIEGO 1st ANNUAL WORLD
INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS PH1LADELPHIA' PA

Late April is the perfect time
to have your indoor tournaments.
These days happened to be rather nice,
but the event ran smoothly. A
tourney to watch for in the future.

A big hand to Bill Tulin and
his staff for the high risk he
pulled off this January. Although
a rather dissapointing crowd
attended the event, the players
were extremely pleased at the OPEN$5,000 in prize money given away. --—-

Watch for this event next season! 1 Flood/Oberhausen
MENS CO_OP 2. Ryan/Meyer

1. COLORADICALS $1,500 -99:93
Wright/Branigan/Castiglia

2. Bayou BoysAllen/Mitchell/Schmal
. Haneous Bros

Hudoklin/Bell/Rosing CHARLOTT' NC3

A. Toe Jams +

5

1. Ryan/Meyer/Sanchez

Six years running Charlott has
produced freestyle events. This
year bayou Jim Schmal combined
with Texas resident John Houck
to win two events.

Cameron/Meyers/Tulin
. Caliridicules

Imperiale/Jewell/Givens
WOMENS CO-OP

1. Yabe/Anderson/Curtis $500 —93§fl——
2. Bond/Margulies/Stanton 1_ Schmal/Houck3. Coates/Jardin/Headinton 2. Moldenhaur/smothers

3. Marcus/Smothers
4. Laubert/Hunter

AUSTIN TEXAS CO_OP

ggotger in adSeri?S of §uSXin.l 1 Houck/Schmal/Laubert
en s came own in ear y pri 2. w0lf/GynuS/this season. Austin will hold

another FPA event in early August
for those stopping through on the
way to Santa Cruz.

OPEN

Houck/Elliot
Mitchell/Freeman
Simpson/Dosher
Colman/GamboaI-\\;JI\J—‘
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CO-OP

_L . Mitchell/Allen/Schmal
2. Colman/Elliot/Houck
 

LARRY IMPEHIALE-
demonstrates a kick brush. Larry
was having trouble affording un-
warped plastic earlier in the season.
John Jewell raises his leg to prevent
appearance of loss of control. Photo by Starr



FREESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHERS

A field rarely recognized in any
sport is that of the photographer.
Probably our most important link to
creating a good publication is the
consistancy of good photos.
In the past Donnel Tate, Ross Tobias
and Travis Spralding have proven to
be the best at capturing that perfect
mome t in freestyle. Lately, a new
star has risen to prominence. Scott
Starr, a student at Brooks Institute
in Santa Barbra, is featured in this
issue with some of the most up to
date photos available. Thanks for the
help Scott.

TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS  
We are here to assist your freestyle
needs. As of now there are no specific
requirments to be an FPA sanctioned
event. Obviously, if you want to
attrack top professionals you must
provide substantial prize money.
However we can also help your event
on any level you wish.
The players are our main concern, we

can offer you more if you offer the
players more. We have mailing lists,
score sheets, score displays, press
releases, personel and freestyle event
knowledge. Our experience will help
you run a smooth, professional event
that everyone will look forward to

>73‘ e>5‘<d>?:“>?:'***************
THIS FPA FORUM WAS PRODUCED BY FI3;
WRIGHT. SEND INFORMATION AND MEMBER-
SHIPS TO: FPA BOX 2412 FT. COLLINS,
CO 80522.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE THE FPA DO?

 
FPA PLAYERS‘ MANUAL

Probably one of the most needed forms
of communication for freestylers
is a Players‘ Manual. Many inquiries
are made to the FPA from beginners
searching for clues to becoming a

champion. In order for our num-
bers to start increasing like the
old days, we must appeal to the novice.
As a beginner,.what would you like
to see in an educational Players‘
manual?
The obvious are freestyle pointers,
history, terms and equipment. The
question is what tips? what history?
and what equipment? Each player
invisions a learning proccess that
would be most successful. Your input
in these areas would be helpful.
Also any beginners out ther that have
specific questions in mind please
feel free to pass them along so that
we can better help others become
the champions they deserve to be.

This season marks the first year
Wham-O Mfg. has contributed to our
cause. Their support is most apprec-
iated. Of course Discraft remains as
our long standing sponsor of which
we couldn't do without. So far AMF
has been contacted on a number of
occasions, but has failed to respond.
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WHAT MAIN TOPIC WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE IN THIS FORUM?
 

 

WOULD YOU CONSIDER WRITING FOR YOUR REGION?

OTHER COMMENTS

 

(opposite side registration form)
 



;§iTi7siATE/ZIP

1284 World Championships July 20-22

Although the word "World" is used
somewhat liberally in disc, we have
established the FPA as an organ-
ization of great following. The FPA
is supported by the best in its field.

This season the FPA "Worlds" will be
held in the city of 10,000 discs.
Minneapolis, Minnesota will host this
years contest for freestyles' best.

A quality production is gauranteed at
this prestigous site of the 8th annual
Sky of 10,000 Frisbees. Lake Nakomis
provides an excellent natural setting
for freestyle competition. The event
coincides with the cities aquatenniel
celebration and draws large crowds
for the finals.

Other up-comming events include the
two weekends prior to Minneapolis.
First in Boulder, Colorado on July
7-8 and the following weekend in Ft.
Collins, Colorado July 14-15. There
will be a minimum of $3,000 in prize
money for the two Colorado events.

For more information on The FPA World
Cham ionships call Theo Black at:
(612 722-7099. For Colorado info
call Bill Wright at: (303) 484-6932.

photo by Starr
Also on the FPA schedule: DARYL ALLEN-

_
No bad attitude in this kid.August 4-5 Austin, TX You s e‘n onl a portion of his

Contact: Chris Baker (512) 442-6119 r e 1 g y
_ _ _ ,

fantastic performance in San
check with Chris about the possibility Diego during the world Indoor
of big prize money at this event! Championships.
August 8-12 Santa Cruz, CA
Contact: Tom Schot (408) 462-5293
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.............--FPA MEMBERSHIP........................--

Yes, I am anxious to join the FPA for the next year of activity
I realize that by joining I can receive discounts on FPA
merchandise and on FPA sanctioned events. As always, I will
also receive the seasons special New World Tour Disc and
the FPA Forum.
ENCLOSED IS $8 FOR MY MEMBERSHIP

NAME PHONE ( )
ADDRESS
 

 

iNAh§ECHECKS PAYABLE T0: FPA BOX 2412 FT. COLLINS, CO 80524
‘<32;




